
REPORT OF STAY 

My name is Magdalena Złowocka and I am a 5th-year medical student in Jagiellonian 
University in Cracow, Poland. I spent one semester – spring 2021 - in University of Pecs, 
Medical School. 

I chose UP for my Erasmus mobility mostly because it was one of the few places where I did 
not have to know any other language than English. I have also wanted to visit Budapest for 
some time , so Hungary seemed like a good choice for me. Of course because of pandemic 
restrictions and fear associated with possibility of spreading COVID-19 my stay was different 
than it would be normally. Despite all the difficulties connected with pandemia I really 
enjoyed it here.  

First of all – almost all courses, including practices, were held online. Of course it made them 
less appealing and more difficult to pay attention to all the time. Fortunately some courses 
did at least few classes in-person. I took part in courses from 4th (cardiology, oncology, 
orthopaedics and traumatology) and 5th year: (endocrinology, anaesthesiology, infectology). 
Only traumatology, cardiology and anaesthesiology held any classes in person, out of which 
only traumatology gave us possibility to go into hospital – I must admit that I am grateful for 
the possibility of seing a real patient. I also learned much from classes in MedSkillsLab, 
especially those prepared by anaesthesiologists. 

First problem I had to deal with in here was registering for subjects. From the beginning I 
had some technical issueas, but with the help of registrars office I manager to register for 
almost everything. Unfortunately both of elective courses that I wrote in my Learning 
Egreement were not open this year, so I had to make some changes. I am still not sure if I 
will not have to repeat one of the subjects next year because of this change. But I still think it 
was worth it. If I am writing about my problems I need to say that the biggest one for me 
started before I came here. I was completely overwhelmed with all the official papers, 
certificates, documents and registrations I had to prepare before and after coming here. 
Actually in last semester I felt as if I was studying in two faculties in the same time. I 
managed this situation, with great help from Erasmus Office in UP, by making check-list of 
every little thing a had to do. I also used a lot of psychological and emotional supoprt of my 
family and friends. 

After coming here I felt very lonely, especially during quarantine, but when I met some 
people from Erasmus I started enjoying it very much. I visited most populat touristic places 
that were open in Pecs and some outside of the city. My favourite place here is Tettye ter – 
it is natural, with beautiful view but also some nice buildings nearby. Unfortunately I can not 
say much about entertainment, dining facilities and transport, because I mostly did not use 
them. I can say that going by bus or by train to nearby villages  is very cheapin my opinion. 
Also the organised „Erasmus life” was not very intensive this year due to the pandemic 
restrictions, but I manager to meet some people and we started to organising time for 
ourselves.  

With this sentence I can move to the most memorable and useful aspects of my stay. These 
are definitely people that I met here and time we spent together. This was the reason why I 



wanted to go on Erasmus and I am not disappointed. I can also see hudge improvement in 
my comunication skill. Nothing could theach me English better than being forced to use it 
every day to communicate. These two aspects are also the reasons why I would recommend 
other students to come here or to any other University for exchange. The advantage, for me, 
of this particular place is peaceful town with great views and nature everywhere. Although 
as a student sometimes I had problems with decisions made by University authorities and I 
miss my home University, I am happy that I came here for this semester. 

To end with I would like to show you some pictures from time I spent here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


